The United Kingdom
Literacy Association
Why join UKLA?
• Keep up to date with 3 free copies
a year of:
A Public Voice
Through consultation and discussion,
UKLA contributes to public debate
on key issues of literacy education
in the UK.
Conferences
UKLA organises regional, national
and international conferences,
sharing the latest research, current
topics in literacy education and
ideas for classroom practice.
Research and Development
UKLA collaborates on projects
and research and development
work with organisations such as
PNS, QCA, TDA, BFI, NLT and
IBBY and with teachers across
the country.
Publications
UKLA publishes Minibooks and
an Ideas in Practice series written
for teachers. In addition, members
can opt to also receive the Journal
of Research in Reading.
Awards
The UKLA Children’s Book Award is
judged by teachers for teachers. In
addition a biennial Author Award is
made for an outstanding professional
text about the teaching of literacy.

UKLA Literacy News the Association newsletter
English 4-11 - a practical
professional magazine, published
with The English Association
Literacy - the Association’s professional
and academic journal
• Get discounts on UKLA’s publications
and conferences
• Access the members’ area on the
website, take part in live forum
debates and download articles
• Have a voice on national issues that affect
English teaching through UKLA’s involvement
with government bodies
• Take part in UKLA collaborative research projects
or apply for UKLA research grants
• Use your membership as evidence of your
professional commitment, contributing to
the Professional Standards for Teachers.

International Work
UKLA runs a successful teacher/ITE
exchange scheme with European Countries
and participates actively in European
development work on literacy. UKLA also
runs an expanding Books for Africa project
which raises money in the UK to stock primary
school libraries in Zanzibar and Gambia.

Be part of a vibrant national
network and make more
of a difference - Join us!

www.ukla.org

